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Self-closing, self-latching door solutions
meet pool safety compliance with style

Innovative Swish 

SelfLatch/SelfClose 

systems blend function 

and form for practical, 

attractive alternatives 

to unsightly barriers 

between house and 

pool

Safety first with visual appeal

Once again, Swish has shown that pool safety 
compliance – designed to prevent unsupervised 
access by small children into domestic pool areas – 
doesn’t have to exist at the expense of aesthetic 
appeal or poolside lifestyle.

In fact, Swish SelfLatch/SelfClose door systems 
are literally out of sight – and able to meet safety 
compliance challenges for the most diverse home 
pool environments and door types.

Low-profile vertically-mounted door systems or 
hidden horizontal systems are attractive alternatives 
to fencing between house and pool. They meet safety 
standards under NZS 8500-2006, the Fencing and 
Swimming Pools Act 1987, and current ‘by exception’  

Right: For 35mm and 
40mm+ door profiles, 
a horizontally-mounted 
SelfLatch/SelfClose 
system combines 
aesthetics and practicality 
with a concealed device 
inside the door frame. 
SelfLatch/SelfClose 
systems can be installed 
during door fabrication or 
retrofitted.

Robust engineering to match the task

Door architecture is changing. Trends to larger, 
heavier glass panels and double-glazing call for 
robust door profiles. Traditional 44mm timber or 
40mm-plus aluminium framing is becoming the new 
standard, with slide doors the most popular choice.

With door engineering to handle the task – 
including stainless steel or brass track and matching 
double-bogey wheels – combined with precisely 
vertical and level installation, Swish SelfClose 
systems handle typical slide-door loads with ease:

For 40mm-plus profiles, 
Swish SelfLatch accepts 
stylish HB (above) or 
Chant recessed door 
latches on both sides of 
pool access doors at the 
required 1500mm above 
floor level.conditions specified by 

territorial authorities. 
Local interpretations 
may vary, and to ensure 
compliance, Swish 
recommend that you 
seek pre-approval for 
your pool safety 
systems before 
installation. 

40mm+ aluminium or 44mm timber joinery
Up to 150kg per panel Horizontal system
35mm aluminium joinery
Up to 110kg per panel Horizontal or vertical system
30mm aluminium joinery
Up to 60kg per panel Vertical system

Home-pool safety compliance can be achieved 
with robust functionality and good looks – without 
unsightly barriers or intrusion on poolside lifestyle. 

With child safety first, Swish SelfLatch/SelfClose 
systems also demonstrate that it can happen almost 
invisibly.
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